FOREVER FIVE PACKAGE

FOREVER FIVE PACKAGE
FOUR MONTH (120 DAY) SUPPLY
Activator

= 240/bottle @ 2 tabs daily

= 1 bottle

=

$ 74.00

Adapto-Max

= 90/bottle @ 2 caps daily

= 3 bottles

=

$ 114.00

Oxy-Max

=

90/bottle @ 2 gels daily

= 3 bottles

=

$ 132.00

Taurine

= 120/bottle @ 2 caps daily

= 2 bottles

=

$ 25.00

Immuno-Synbiotic = 120/bottle @ 3 caps daily

= 3 bottles

=

$ 81.00

Mighty Mins

= 1 bottle

=

FREE

Total

=

$426.00

=

$394.00

= Children’s Chewable
(120/bottle)

**FOREVER FIVE PACKAGE discounted price

Your FOREVER FIVE is literally your “forever” defense against the unrelenting
environmental and emotional stresses of our modern world. These stresses put
a continuous strain on your immune system --- leading to everything from
fatigue and weight gain to premature aging and eventually disease. ----- Yes,
“forever” …
Scientific research now shows that no matter what symptom or condition you
suffer, inflammation is the cause. Science further shows that long-term
inflammation (from so many different sources in our modern world) not only
leads to symptoms, but also to the wide-spread lack of vitality that is now
known as INFLAM-AGING. Any condition that you suffer --- from lack of
energy all the way to cardiovascular disease --- fits into this scientific model of
INFLAM-AGING.
Take your FOREVER FIVE supplements daily --- FOREVER.
For decades, your FOREVER FIVE supplements were sold only to doctors, to
serve their patients. Many of those patients have controlled even the most
severe pathologies with these powerful synergistic combinations of adaptogens.
After decades of experience serving hundreds of doctors and thousands of
patients, we began to identify certain components of disease that were common
to all patients, regardless of their individual symptoms. Scientific research of
the past 20 years confirms that all these insidious attacks on health are
associated with one of several types of inflammation.
Unlike the health food store Flavors of the Month, your FOREVER FIVE antiinflammatory supplements meet the criterion established by the scientific
community --- that low-level, long-term inflammation can only be controlled by
low-dose, long-term anti-inflammatory supplementation. No large dose of any
health food industry “remedy” is going to even make a dent in INFLAM-AGING.
Low-dose, long-term --- with your FOREVER FIVE.

